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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with a metric state-time dynamical poly- 
system of a special type. In the notation of Bushaw [I], we assume a metric 
state-time dynamical polysystem (X x T, Q, h, T) where X is a metric space 
and D is a sequentially compact topological space. Interest in studying 
dynamical polysystems with such a topology on the space 52 is provided by 
a theorem of Lee and Markus [2] (Lemma IA, p. 157). Further, we consider 
the composition n * /\, where r : X x T -+ X is the projection, as the basic 
element of our abstract formulation. With these assumptions, we examine 
a trajectory question for the class of dynamical polysystems under con- 
sideration. By defining the trajectories in terms of the compositions r * h 
of the dynamical polysystem, we are able to show that the trajectories are 
equivalent to those defined in terms of the attainable set in the manner of 
Roxin ([3], [4]). By relating this result to the notion of sliding-state trajec- 
tories of control systems [5], WC are able to conclude that metric state-time 
dynamical polysystems with the space Q sequentially compact have no 
sliding-state trajectories. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B and 52 bc topological spaces and T the reals with the usual topology. 
Leth:QxXx T+Eandr:C f + T be continuous maps such that the 
following are satisfied: 
(i) For every u E Q and e E E, h(u, e, 0) = e. 
(ii) For every u E Q, e E E, and tr , t, E T 
A(24 A(24 e, t,), &) = A(24 e, tl + a). 
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(iii) For every u E ~2, e E E, and t E T 
~(h(u, e, 1)) =.= 5-(e) + t. 
(iv) For every ur , us E D and to E T, there exists a unique u E Q denoted 
by u, 1 t,, 1 us such that if T(e) = t, , then 
A(u, e, t) = h(u, , e, t) if t.:<O 
= A(u, , e, t) if ;t>O. 
The quadruple (E:, Q, h, ) 7 is called a dynamical polysystem [I]. 
If E‘ = X x T, X is a metric space, E has the product topology, and T 
is the projection, then (X x T, Sz, A, 7 is a metric state-time dynamical poly- ) 
system. In this case we define for every u E Q the map 4, : X x T x T -+ X 
bY 
for any x,, E X, t,, , t E T, where rr : X x T ---* X is the projection. 
As an immediate consequence of the axioms of a dynamical polysystem, 
the family of maps (16,) have the following properties: 
(i) If u E Q!, x, E X, and to E T, 
&(X” ) to ) to) = X” . 
(ii) If u E Q, x0 E X, and t, , t, , t, E T, 
u’IU(~~O 3 t, I t?.) - vLU~~(XO > to I a, t, 2 44. 
(iii) If u,, , us E 52 and 1, E T, there is a un.ique IU EL? dcnotcd by 
ur / to 1 u2 such that for every x,, E X 
3L,(% > 4J > t> = $4&,(X” 2 to , t) t B 4, 
= A&o , to 9 t) t 2 to. 
Note that the continuity of #II follows from that of the projection ZT and 
the map JL In fact, I,&(x, tU , t) is continuous on D x X x 2’ x T because of 
the continuity of rr and h. We denote such a family {&} by the triple 
(X x T, #, Q) and refer to it as a dynamical polysystem of type S. ‘I’hc 
following femma is a consequence of a result of Rushaw: 
LEMMA 2.1. Ifu,v~9,t,~‘I’,y=zc/t,]v,andx,~~Xandt,~t,~t, 
then 
Now, we assume the topological space L? to be scquentiaily compact. 
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The following special case of a theorem of Lee and Markus [2] motivates 
this assumption: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let UC El., U compact and convex and Q the collection of 
all measurable functions u : J + U where J is a compact real interval. Then, 
every sequence (~3 in D has a subsequence uik such that for some v E D 
lim 1 h(t) q,(t) dt =: 1, h(t) v(t) dt dk-+rn J 
for every bounded measurable function h on J. 
This theorem can be interpreted in the following way: Let J = [a, b]. 
Then Q is a subset of &,(a, 6). Denote &(a, 6) by r and let F be the set 
of all linear functionals on r of the form 
s h(t) u(t) dt J 
with h(t) as described in Theorem 2.1. For a given function 12 denote the 
corresponding linear functional by 6; i.e., define P$ : r -+ E1 by 
&I) = 1, h(t) u(t) dt 
for any ZI E l7 Then in the notation and terminology of Taylor [6], tbc weak 
topology Y(r, F) is defined for r. Convergence of a scquencc u, -> u in the 
weak topology Y(r, F’) is equivalent to &(u,) + A(U) for every x E F. I-Ience, 
if we now consider Q as a subspace of r with the relative topology induced 
by Y(.r, F), then Theorem 2.1 asserts that the space Q is sequentially compact. 
Hence, control systems with collections of admissible controls Q satisfying 
the properties in the theorem are the prototype for the class of metric state- 
time dynamical polysystems considered here. 
Sequential compactness of D is not a consequence of the axioms of a 
dynamical polysystem as shown by the following example. 
Example 2. I. Let 52 be the collection of bang-bang controls; i.e., u E Q 
implies u : (-03, co) --z {--I, I}, and u has at most a finite number of 
discontinuities. Taking the sup norm on -Q, Q is a subspace of Ls( --CO, CO). 
Let X := R be the reals and E = R x T. Define the map h by 
A(u, e. , t - t,) = (& ql , to , t), t) 
where Q)(u, x0, to, t) is the unique solution of the initial value problem 
R = u(t) x(t,) = x0 for u E Q with e. = (x0, to). 
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Define 7 by 
i.e., the projection. It is obvious that (E, Q, A, 7) satisfies the axioms of 
a dynamical polysystem. 
Now to show that G is not sequentially compact, let (u,> be the sequence 
in Q defined by 
u,,(t) ::-= 0 if t<O or t>l 
an(t) = (.-1)7(+1 if + h <t<-, 
n 
h = I,..., n. 
21,(l) ._--_ (-.1)11+1. 
Suppose (uJ has a convergent subsequence {Us,). For convenience, denote 
this subsequence by {u%} also. Let IA, -> v E Q. Then Qt) ---+ v(t) for every 
t since Sz has the sup norm topology. Now, if t* G [0, I], for every integer I\r, 
there are F, > N and n, > N such that un,,(t*) L= 1 and u7Jt*) = --I. 
Therefore, since 7~ has at most a finite number of discontiauities, 
un(t*) + v(P) is impossible. Hence, {u,J has no convergent subsequence, 
and Q is not sequentiahy compact. 
3. TRAJECTORIES AND ATTAINABLE SETS 
Let (X x T, z,4, Q-2) be a dynamical polysystem of type S. Define a T- 
trajectory as follows: 
DEHNITION 3.1. For any fixed x,, E X, to E T and ix0 E 1;2, a T-trajectory 
through ,x0 at time t,) is the map 
~U”(X” > to > 0): T-+X 
or any restriction of the map to a real interval. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any fixed x0 E X, to E T define the attain.able set a.t 
time tl E T in the usual way as 
qxo 3 to , t1) = bL(xo , 4, 9 t1> I u E w. 
THEOREM 3.1. If 52 is sequentially compact, the attainable set K(x, , to , t) 
of the polysystem (X x T, Z/J, 9) considered as a map IC : X x T x T---f 2x 
satis$es the axioms of a generalized control system as defined by Roxin ([3], [43). 
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The details of the proof of this theorem are given by the author [7] and 
will be omitted here. The basic idea is that since the attainable set is a con- 
tinuous image in a metric space of a sequentially compact set, it is compact; 
hence, the Hausdorff metric provides a topology on the set 2x. This topology 
is used to obtain the continuity and upper-semicontinuity properties of 
Roxin’s attainability function. 
Following Roxin, we define a Y-trajectory of a dynamical polysystem 
of type S as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.3. If t, , t1 E T and v : [t,, , tr] -+ X is a map such that 
t’, t” E [to , tl] implies p)(P) E K(p(t’), t’, t”), then v is a T/-trajectory of 
(X x T, 9, Sz). In this definition, we admit the case tu = --co or tl = cc 
or both. 
Remark 3.1. Since the attainability function defines a generalized control 
system whenever Sz is sequentially compact, every T-trajectory of 
(X x T, 4, Q) is continuous (see Reference 3). 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF TRAJECTORIES 
Denote the collection of all T-trajectories by 0 and the collection of 
all T’-trajectories by 0’. In general, it is not true that 0 = 0’. For, if we 
consider the dynamical polysystem of type S resulting from the dynamical 
polysystem in Example 2.1 (in this example G is not sequentially compact), 
the map v : [O,co) -+ X defined by p)(t) = -e-t can be shown to be a T’- 
trajectory, whereas it is clearly not a T-trajectory. In this section we will 
show that 0 = 0’ if Q is sequentially compact. 
TWOREM 4. I. For a dynamical polysystem of type S, 0 C 0’. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the definitions. 
In order to show that 0’ C 0 we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let tl E T and u, v E .Q be such that x E X implies 
#v(-% t1, t) = A&(x, t1, t) if t < t, . 
Then, ;f t, < tl , for every x,, E X 
skh , tu , t) = Adxo , to $6 for every t < tl . 
The proof follows from the properties of the polysystem (X x T, 52, I/). 
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LEMMA 4.2. If (X x T, C!, #) is a dynamical polysystem of type S and 
v : [to , tl] -+ X is a T’-trajectory and 
P, : t, == u0 < a, < *a* < CT,, =: t, 
is u partition of the interval [to , tJ, then there exists yn E .Q such that 
hJ?Jtto)~ to 9 4 = 9J(UlJ 
for every R == 0, l,... n. 
Proof. By definition of a T’-trajectory, for every i === O,... n .-- 1, 
d%.tJ E qY44, “i 3 T+l). 
Hence, for every i = O,... n - 1, there exists zli E Q such that 
&Ji+1) =yz 41,u,(P(ui)l ui , Q.1)’ (4.1) 
Define x, as follows: Let v, - u. , Then, 
4-d = vL,tPt~o)~ uo 3 4 (4.2) 
Also, 
~&D(4 00 3 00) = duo). 
,” 
Let v2 E Q be such that vz = vI 1 u1 / u1 . Then by Lemma 2.1, 
whenever u. < U, < t. Thus, taking t ::= U, , 
But by equation (4.2), equation (4.4) becomes 
Now using equation (4.1) for the expression on the right gives 
h&f+O)~ 00 > 4 = 9)(%). 
Taking t ‘-- uI in equation (4.3) gives 
h&?+O)~ 00 I 4 = vL~tt4&4Joo)~ go > 49 9 3 4 
= sqd~O)> 00 I 4 -= dud. 
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And, obviously, 
In general, for any K < n, let ale E 52 such that 
Vk = %-1 I %-I lkl, 
where vk-r E 8 such that 
for every i = O,..., k - I, and 2cIC-r E Q is defined by equation (4.1). By 
Lemma 2.1, 
vk&4uo)9 00 9 t> = &&?4&+0)~ 00 9 %-119 u/c-1 , t) (4.6) 
whenever u. 6 a,-, < t. Taking i = %? - 1 in equation (4.5), equation (4.6) 
becomes 
hJ,(d~0>~ uo 9 t> = hAzlg&(%-l), Uk-1, 0 (4.7) 
Taking t = Us , equation (4.1) gives 
Ilr,b(~O)> uo 9 4 -= du!J 
Since 
h&f4~0>~ 00 9 4 = ~t&,b(~O)~ 00 2 t) 
whenever u0 k< t .< a,-, , and since 
by Lemma 4.1, 
for every i = O,..., K - 1 from equation (4.5). Thus, taking yn = v, , the 
proof is completed. 
THEOREM 4.2. lf (X x T, Ll, 4) is a dynamical polysystem of type S, Q 
is sequentially compact, and 9 : [to , tl] -+ X is a T’-trajectory, then there 
exist a u E Q such that 
97(t) = hL(&0)~ to 3 4 
fof every t E [to , tl]. 
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Proof. Take t* E [to, tr]. For any partition 
of the interval [t, , 21, there exists a k, < n such that t* E [u,~, , oBl,+,]. If
then (LIu),~ + 0 as n + co; thus, uk, -+ t* as n -+ co. By Lemma 4.2, for 
every integer n, there exists a v, E Sz such that 
for every h = 0, l,..., n. The sequence {v,} in Q has a convergent sub- 
sequence {v,,.) by the sequential compactness assumption. Let ZJ,~ -+ y E ,rL 
as nj -+ co. Then, us 
” j 
+ t*, and by continuity of rr * A, 
kj(f#o), to 2 %J = 7-r * en, 9 Wo), tu), %,j -- &I> -+ AJWO>> to I t*). 
But, 
so that 
d’Tlc,j) -> MfGo)9 tn 3 t”). 
Since Q is sequentially compact, by Remark 2.1 p is continuous, Therefore, 
VbkJ --+ dt”). 
Since the limit of a sequence in a metric space is unique, 
?udto), to , t*) = dt”). 
Noting that y is independent of t*-i.e., y is determined by the sequence 
of partitions P,&--and since t* was arbitrary in [t,) , tr] 
for every 2 E [to , tl]. 
$4&?4t0)~ to ) t) = QN 
COROLLARY 4.1. If (X X T, .Q, *) is a dynamical polysystem of type S, if 
52 is sequentially compact, and if9 : [to , co) -* X is a Y-trajectory, then there 
exists a u E Sz such that F(t) == &(~(to), t, , t) for every t > to . 
Proof. Take t, === n in Theorem 4.2 where n is any integer. Then, by 
the theorem, there exists u, E .Q such that v(t) = &Jcp(t,,), to, t) for every 
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t E [t, , n]. The sequence {uJ in Q has a convergent subsequence. Denote 
this subsequence by (Up} and let Us + u E a. Suppose there exists t* > to 
such that 
hdP(to)~ to 3 t*> P dt*)- 
Let p : S x X -+ El denote the metric on X and let 
hl4M”,), t” 7 t*>, PO*)) = P > 0. 
Take an integer N > t*. Then 1z > N implies 
4)(t*) == $4Au,(P(to>> to , *), 
since t* E [to, ri]. Now, also there exists an integer ICI such that n > M 
implies 
fof4An(P(t”), to 9 t*), h(dto), to 3 t*N < P 
by the continuity of # : ZT . A. Let L = max(M, N). Then, n > L implies 
ddt*>, hMt0)~ to 7 t*N < BP 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If (X i< T, 52, z,b) is a dynamical polysystem of type S, 
if Sz is sequentially compact, and af 9) : (-CO, to] -+ X is a T’-trajectory, then 
there exists a u E Q such that v(t) = &(v(t,), tu , t) for every t < to . 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If (X x I’, Q, $) is a dynamical polysystem of type S, 
if 9 is sequentially compact, ;f 9 : (--co, CO) ---f X is a T’-trajectory, and sf 
t,, E T, then there exists a v E Q such that v(t) = &J$,to), to , t) for every t E T. 
Proof. Restrict v to [to , CO) and obtain a zlr E D by Corollary 4.1. Then 
restrict v to (- 03, to] and obtain a up E Q by Corollary 4.2. Then by taking 
v = z~a 1 to j u, , it follows that 
for every t E T. 
Ib,(&,)~ to t 4 = v(t) 
Combining Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries gives the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. For a dynamical polysystem of type S with sequentially 
campact Q, 0’ C 0. Therefore, if 52 is sequentially compact, 0’ = 0. 
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The significance of this result stems from the relation of the set 8’ --- 0 
to the set of “chatter motions” of a control system [S]. For example, consider 
the differential equation 
f :=- -u(t) u E 5. 
where Q satisfies the conditions in Example 2. I. Assume also that 
u(t '- T(I) = sgll(x(t) + zqt)), 
where Tti is a constant. For a sufficiently small positive value of T,! , the 
trajectories of the difierential equation in the phase plane (s, .e) eventually 
become segments of parabolas which oscillate about the line x -f k = 0 
and approach. the origin. Such portions of trajectories are called “chattel 
motions” of the control system. 
YFurthermore, it can be shown [S] that as Td -+ 0, trajectories of the given 
differential equation approach solutions of the differential equation 
*+x=0. 
These limiting solutions satisfy the T’-trajectory definition as we can easily 
verify, but obviously they do not satisfy the T-trajectory definition; i.e., 
there exists no zc E Q which will yield this solution. The limiting solutions 
are referred to as sliding-state solutions in the control theory Iiteraturc; 
e.g., see references 5 and 9. 
Hence, we generalize this idea within our abstract framework and make 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If 0’ - 0 f o and 01 E 0’ - 8, then we call LY 
a sliding-state trajectory of the dynamical polysystem (X x T, Q Z/J). 
With this, Theorem 4.3 becomes: 
Th0~tiM 4.4. For a dynamical polysystena of type S with sequentially 
compact 9, there exist no sliding-state trajectories. 
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